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I. INTRODUCTION
Spectral analysis of the ~combinatorial! Laplacian or the adjacency matrix of a graph has been
studied from various aspects with many applications in geometry, combinatorics, physics and so
forth. In this paper we focus on asymptotic spectral properties for a large regular graph and
propose a new method based on algebraic probability theory. In fact, we consider a ‘‘growing’’
family of graphs $Gl5(V (l),E (l));lPL% and study spectral properties of the limit
lim
lPL
Al
Zl
, ~1.1!
where Al is the adjacency matrix of Gl and Zl a normalizing constant. A standard strategy for
obtaining spectral properties of the limit ~1.1! would be to take the limit after computation of the
spectrum of Al for each lPL though tedious combinatorial arguments are often required. The
aim of this paper is to show another route to solve the question.
The key steps are quantum decomposition of the adjacency matrix and quantum central limit
theorem describing its asymptotic properties. We introduce a stratification: V (l)5łn50
‘ Vn
(l) on the
basis of the natural distance function of Gl and decompose the adjacency matrix Al into a sum of
quantum components:
Al5Al
11Al
2
. ~1.2!
The operators Al
6 act asymptotically in the Hilbert space G(Gl) associated with the stratification
of V (l). Then we construct an interacting Fock space (G ,$ln%,B1,B2) in which the limit
C65 lim
lPL
Al
6
Zl
~1.3!710022-2488/2003/44(1)/71/18/$20.00 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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In fact, the convergence ~1.3! is formulated in the sense of matrix elements. Moreover, spectral
properties of ~1.1! can be obtained by using the direct relation between interacting Fock spaces
and orthogonal polynomials. It is noteworthy that our approach does not require any combinatorial
argument for Al which is often tedious. A combinatorial argument appears only after the limiting
procedure and is much easier than that for Al . On the other hand, it is natural to think that the
adjacency matrix Al grows as if it is added to new ‘‘independent’’ random variables when a graph
Gl grows up by adding new vertices and new edges. The limit theorem for ~1.3! is thus called a
quantum central limit theorem in algebraic probability theory.
The term of quantum decomposition was first introduced explicitly by Hashimoto10 in a study
of an adjacency matrix of a large Cayley graph. This idea was also successfully applied to a
similar study for a large Hamming graph in Hashimoto et al.11 Furthermore, from the viewpoint of
quantum decomposition the singleton independence and the associated central limit theorem dis-
cussed in Accardi et al.2,3 are understood naturally together with Gauss–Poisson deformation in
Hashimoto.10 It is plausible that our method of quantum decomposition can be applied to obtain
scaled limit theorems with respect to such ‘‘nonvacuum states’’ as treated in Hashimoto9 and
Hora,14 though the discussion in this paper is limited to the ‘‘vacuum states.’’
While, the idea of quantum decomposition is not very new for essentially the same idea has
already emerged in many literatures. For example, the Brownian motion $Bt%, regarded as a
family of multiplication operators acting on the L2 functions on the Wiener space, is decomposed
into a sum of noncommuting operators: Bt5At1At* . The pair $At ,At*%, called a quantum Brown-
ian motion, is a basis of the quantum Itoˆ theory initiated by Hudson and Parthasarathy.15 A
Bernoulli random variable X admits an expression by 232 matrices:
X5S 0 10 0 D 1S 0 01 0 D ,
which is often referred to as a quantum coin-tossing. A discrete Schro¨dinger operator S1S*,
where S is the one-sided shift operator on ,2(N), is nothing but a quantum decomposition in our
context. Operators of this kind are also widely utilized in representation theory of Lie algebras.
This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we assemble some fundamentals of an interact-
ing Fock space first introduced by Accardi–Lu,4 and explain general strategy to solve our ques-
tion. In Sec. III we show a general result on asymptotic spectral properties of an adjacency matrix
of a large Cayley graph with a concrete study of the Coxeter groups. We see that a result in
Fendler8 is reproduced from our quantum central limit theorem. In Sec. IV we discuss a quantum
decomposition of an adjacency matrix of a general distance-regular graph. As a concrete example
we prove the quantum central limit theorem associated with the Johnson graphs. Its classical
reduction is sharper than the result obtained by Hora12 with a classical method.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. Interacting Fock space
Following Accardi–Lu–Volovich5 and Accardi–Boz˙ejko1 we assemble some notion and no-
tation. Let l051,l1 ,l2 ,. . . be a sequence of non-negative numbers and assume that if lm50
occurs for some m>1 then ln50 for all n>m . Assume first that ln.0 for all n . Let
G5 (
n50
‘
% CFn
be the Hilbert space with a complete orthonormal basis $Fn%. We define linear operators B6 by
B1Fn5Aln11ln Fn11 , n>0, ~2.1! 23 Mar 2010 to 130.34.135.83. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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Equipped with the natural domains, B6 become closed operators which are mutually adjoint.
When lm50 occurs for some m>1, the situation falls into a finite dimension. Take the last
number m0 such that lm0.0 and define
G5 (
n50
m0
% CFn .
The linear operators B6 are defined in a similar manner as in ~2.1! and ~2.2! with a tacit under-
standing that B1Fm050. Then G(C,$ln%)5(G ,$ln%,B
1
,B2) is called an interacting Fock space
associated with $ln%.
By a simple computation we have
B1B2Fn5
ln
ln21
Fn , n>1; B1B2F050, ~2.3!
B2B1Fn5
ln11
ln
Fn , n>0, ~2.4!
B1nF05AlnFn , n>0. ~2.5!
The number operator N is defined as usual by
NFn5nFn , n50,1,2,.. . .
The famous commutation relations are realized as follows:
~a! Boson commutation relation B2B12B1B251 by ln5n!.
~b! Fermion commutation relation B2B11B1B251 by l05l151 and ln50 for n>2.
~c! Free commutation relation B2B151 by ln51 for all n>0.
More generally, these are special cases of q-commutation relation: B2B12qB1B251 with
21<q<1. This is realized by
ln5@n#q!5@n#q@n21#qfl@1#q , @n#q511q1q21fl1qn21.
For more details, see, e.g., van Leeuwen–Maassen.18 Note that N5B1B2 occurs only for the
Boson Fock space.
B. Orthogonal polynomials
An interacting Fock space is related to a system of orthogonal polynomials. Let m be a
probability measure with finite moments of all orders, i.e.,
E
R
uxumm~dx !,‘ , m50,1,2,.. . ,
and $Pn% the associated orthogonal polynomials normalized as Pn(x)5xn1fl . By orthogonality
they satisfy the famous recurrence formula: 23 Mar 2010 to 130.34.135.83. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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P1~x !5x2a1 ,
~x2an11!Pn~x !5Pn11~x !1vnPn21~x !, n>1, ~2.6!
where a1 ,a2 , . . . PR and v1 ,v2 , . . . >0 are characteristic sequences for the orthogonal poly-
nomials called the Szego¨ –Jacobi parameter. When the probability measure m is supported by a
finite set, the orthogonal polynomials $Pn% terminates at a certain degree and the Szego¨ –Jacobi
parameter is by definition a pair of finite sequences. Note also that m is symmetric if and only if
an50 for all n>1.
Theorem 2.1: Accardi–Boz˙ejko:1 Let $Pn% be the orthogonal polynomials with respect to m
with Szego¨ –Jacobi parameters $an% and $vn%. Let G(C,$ln%) be an interacting Fock space
associated with
l051, l15v1 ,
ln11
ln
5vn11 .
Then there exists an isometry U from G(C,$ln%) into L2(R,m) uniquely determined by
UF05P0 , UB1U*Pn5Pn11 , Q5U~B11B21aN11!U*,
where Q is the multiplication operator by x densely defined in L2(R,m) and aN11 is the operator
defined by aN11Fn5an11Fn . In particular,
E
R
xmm~dx !5^F0 ,~B11B21aN11!mF0&G , m50,1,2, . . . . ~2.7!
The proof is straightforward. The isometry U is uniquely specified by
U:AlnFn5Av1flvnFn°Pn .
A question of when U is a unitary, or equivalently when the polynomials span a dense subspace in
L2(R,m) is related to the so-called determinate moment problem, see, e.g., Deift ~Ref. 7, Sec. 2.4!.
C. Quantum decomposition of a classical random variable
Let X be a classical random variable with probability distribution m having moments of all
orders. We keep the same notation as in Theorem 2.1. Define an algebraic probability space ~A,
f!, where A is the *-algebra generated by Q and f is the state defined by
f~a !5^P0 ,aP0&L2(R,m) , aPA.
Then X and Q are stochastically equivalent by an obvious relation
E~Xm!5E
R
xmm~dx !5f~Qm!, m50,1,2,.. . . ~2.8!
On the other hand, consider an algebraic probability space canonically associated with the inter-
acting Fock space (G ,$lm%,B1,B2). Let B be the *-algebra generated by B1,B2,aN11 and c the
vacuum state defined by
c~b !5^F0 ,bF0&G , bPB.
In view of ~2.7! in Theorem 2.1 and ~2.8! we see that X and B11B21aN11 are stochastically
equivalent. In this sense we have 23 Mar 2010 to 130.34.135.83. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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which is a prototype of the quantum decomposition. Note that the quantum components are no
longer commuting each other. In other words, ~B, c! is noncommutative though ~A, f! is com-
mutative ~or classical!.
D. General question and method
Let G5(V ,E) be a graph, where V is the set of vertices and E,$$x ,y%;x ,yPV ,xÞy% the set
of edges. If $x ,y%PE , we say that x and y are adjacent and write x;y . For a graph G the
adjacency matrix A5(Axy)x ,yPV is defined by
Axy5H 1, x;y0 otherwise. ~2.9!
Note that the (x ,y)-component of An, n>1, stands for the number of walks of length n from x to
y .
The adjacency matrix acts on a Hilbert space ,2(V) of all C-valued functions f on V such that
i f i25 (
xPV
u f ~x !u2,‘
in such a way that
A f ~x !5 (
yPV
Axy f ~y !5(
y;x
f ~y !, f P,2~V !.
The degree of xPV is defined by k(x)5u$yPV;y;x%u. The graph Laplacian (combinatorial
Laplacian) is a slight modification of A:
D f ~x !5k~x ! f ~x !2(
y;x
f ~y !.
A graph is called regular if k(x)5k,‘ is a finite constant independent of xPV . For a
regular graph there is no essential difference between the adjacency matrix and graph Laplacian.
A graph is called connected if any pair of vertices x ,yPV are connected by a path. Spectral
properties of the adjacency matrix of a ‘‘large’’ regular connected graph is to be discussed. We
shall briefly explain our method which consists of two steps: quantum decomposition and quantum
central limit theorem.
Let G5(V ,E) be a regular connected graph and consider the adjacency matrix A acting in the
Hilbert space ,2(V). Let A be the unital *-algebra generated by A . A state f on A is chosen by
a question. For example, for a fixed x0PV we often consider a vector state:
f~a !5^dx0,adx0&, aPA,
where dx0 denotes the indicator function of a singlet $x0%. We thus consider A as an algebraic
random variable of an algebraic probability space ~A, f!.
We fix x0PV as an origin and set
uxu5]~x ,x0!, xPV ,
where ](x ,y) denotes the distance of x ,yPV , namely, the length of the shortest path connecting
x ,y . Since G is connected, the graph is stratified 23 Mar 2010 to 130.34.135.83. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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n50
‘
Vn , Vn5$xPV;uxu5n%. ~2.10!
We see from the triangle inequality that if xPVn and ](x ,y)51, then yPVn21łVnłVn11 . In
other words, there are no edges which connect strata beyond a stratum. Then the adjacency matrix
is decomposed into a sum of quantum components
A5A11A2, ~A1!*5A2, ~2.11!
which will be called the quantum decomposition.
In order to study the adjacency matrix of a ‘‘large’’ graph we consider a growing family of
graphs $Gl5(V (l),E (l));lPL%, where L is an infinite directed set. The adjacency matrix Al of
Gl is decomposed into a sum of quantum components as in ~2.11! Then we shall construct an
interacting Fock space (G ,$ln%,B1,B2) in which the limits
C65 lim
lPL
Al
6
Zl
, ~2.12!
are described, where C6 is a linear combination of B6 and a function of the number operator N
on G. Finally, asymptotic spectral properties of Al follow from the probability distribution of
C11C2 with the help of orthogonal polynomials and Theorem 2.1.
III. CAYLEY GRAPHS
A. Quantum decomposition
Consider a discrete group G with the identity e and a set of generators S,G satisfying
~i! sPS)s21PS , i.e., S215S;
~ii! e„S .
Then G becomes a graph, where a pair x ,yPG satisfying yx21PS constitutes an edge,
denoted by x;y . This is called a Cayley graph and denoted by (G ,S). A Cayley graph is regular
since the degree of xPG is a constant given by k(x)5uSu.
Let (G ,S) be a Cayley graph and (p ,,2(G)) the left regular representation of G defined by
p~g ! f ~x !5 f ~g21x !, g ,xPG , f P,2~G !.
The adjacency matrix is given by
A5 (
sPS
p~s!. ~3.1!
By definition each gPG , gÞe , is expressed in a finite product of generators:
g5s1s2flss , s1 , . . . ,ssPS .
Let ugu be the smallest number s among such expressions. We set ueu50. Obviously, ugu51 if and
only if gPS . Note also that ](x ,y)5uyx21u. In particular, ugu21<usgu<ugu11 holds for any
gPG and sPS . We assume
~A1! usgu5ugu61 holds for any sPS and gPG .
Then, there exist no edges connecting two points in the same stratum. ~In the next section,
however, we shall deal with graphs allowing such edges.!
For quantum decomposition of A , we start with p~s!. We define 23 Mar 2010 to 130.34.135.83. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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p~s!2dg5H dsg if usgu5ugu210 otherwise. ~3.3!
Obviously, p(s)6 are bounded operators on ,2(G) with ip(s)6i51 and
p~s!5p~s!11p~s!2, ~p~s!1!*5p~s21!2, ~p~s!2!*5p~s21!1.
Thus we come to the quantum decomposition of the adjacency matrix A in ~3.1!:
A5A11A2, ~3.4!
where
A15 (
sPS
p~s!1, A25 (
sPS
p~s!2.
B. Quantum central limit theorem
Let (G (N),S (N)) be a sequence of Cayley graphs. As N increases, the Cayley graph grows by
adding new vertices generated by new generators. Our aim is to study spectral property of the
adjacency matrix AN of (G (N),S (N)) as N→‘ .
To state assumptions we set
v2
(N)~g !5$~s ,x !PS (N)3G (N);p~s!1dx5dg%, ~3.5!
v1
(N)~g !5$~s ,x !PS (N)3G (N);p~s!2dx5dg%. ~3.6!
Note that if (s ,x)Pv6(N)(g), then uxu5ugu61 and
uv1
(N)~g !u1uv2
(N)~g !u5uS (N)u.
We set the following two assumptions.
~A2! for each n there exist an integer vn>1 and a constant number Cn>0 such that
u$gPG (N);ugu5n ,uv2
(N)~g !uÞvn%u<CnuS (N)un21; ~3.7!
~A3! for each n ,
sup
N
sup$uv2
(N)~g !u;gPG (N),ugu5n%[Wn,‘
and lim supn→‘Wn
1/n,‘ .
Roughly speaking, condition ~A2! means that ‘‘almost every’’ gPG (N) in the nth stratum is
connected with vn vertices in the (n21)th stratum. Obviously, v151. By condition ~A3!, new
edges added while the graph grows are mostly connected with vertices in the upper stratum.
For each (G (N),S (N)) we consider the regular representation (pN ,,2(G (N))) and the adja-
cency matrix with quantum decomposition AN5AN
11AN
2
. According to the stratification of G (N)
we set
F0
(N)5de , Fn
(N)5Av1flvnuS (N)un (gPG(N),ugu5n dg , n>1. 23 Mar 2010 to 130.34.135.83. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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(N) is not exactly normalized:
iFn
(N)i2511O~ uS (N)u21!.
While, obviously they are mutually orthogonal. Then the subspace of ,2(G (N)) defined by
G (N)5 (
n50
‘
% CFn(N)
has a similar property of a Fock space. In fact, we see easily that
AN
1
AuS (N)u
Fn
(N)5Avn11Fn11(N) 1O~ uS (N)u21/2!, ~3.8!
AN
2
AuS (N)u
Fn11
(N) 5Avn11Fn(N)1O~ uS (N)u21!, ~3.9!
where O(uS (N)ua) means that the norm of the error vector has this rate of decay. Setting ln
5v1flvn , we consider an interacting Fock space (G ,$ln%,B1,B2). At a formal level we un-
derstand easily from ~3.8! and ~3.9! that
lim
N→‘
AN
6
AuS (N)u
5B6. ~3.10!
In other words, the expected interacting Fock space in the limit is completely determined by the
constants $vn% in ~A2!, which are obtained from the Cayley graphs. To complete the discussion
we need to show the convergence of ~3.10! in the sense of algebraic probability theory. In fact, we
have the following:
Theorem 3.1: Let (G (N),S (N)) be as above and (G ,$ln%,B1,B2) the interacting Fock space
corresponding to the constants $vn%. Let u5(n50
‘ unFnPG . Then, whenever u (N)
5(n50
‘ unFn
(N)PG (N), it holds that
lim
N→‘
K u (N), ANe1AuS (N)u fl AN
em
AuS (N)u
Fn
(N)L 5^u ,Be1flBemFn&
for any choice of e1 , . . . ,emP$6%, m>1.
The above statement is a slight generalization of the result by Hashimoto10 though the proof
is essentially the same and is omitted.
Example 3.2: For the lattice (ZN,$e61 , . . . ,e6N%) we see easily that vn5n . In fact, if g
PZN is in the nth stratum,
g5p1e11fl1pNeN , up1u1fl1upNu5n .
Then any element in the (n21)th stratum connected with g is obtained by replacing pi with pi
21 if pi.0, or pi with pi11 if pi,0. Therefore 1<uv2
(N)(g)u<n and for N.n almost every g
satisfies uv2
(N)(g)u5n . Consequently, vn5n , ln5n!. Moreover, Wn5n is immediate. Then by
Theorem 3.1, the quantum components of the adjacency matrix converge to the creation and
annihilation operators on the Boson Fock space in the sense of algebraic probability theory:
lim
N→‘
AN
6
A2N
5B6. 23 Mar 2010 to 130.34.135.83. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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2 in the vacuum state is asymptotically the
normal distribution:
lim
N→‘
K F0(N) ,S ANA2N D
m
F0
(N)L 5 1A2p E2‘1‘xme2x2/2 dx , m50,1,2, . . . .
Example 3.3: Consider a homogeneous tree (FN ,$g61 , . . . ,g6N%), where FN is the free
group on N generators. ~For simplicity we write g2i5gi
21
.) It is obvious that for any gPFN in
the nth stratum there is just one element in the (n21)th stratum which is adjacent to g . Thus,
vn51 and ln51 for all n . Moreover, Wn51 is obvious. Consequently, the quantum components
of the adjacency matrix converge to the creation and annihilation operators on the free Fock space.
In particular, the spectral distribution in the vacuum state is asymptotically the Wigner semicircle
law:
lim
N→‘
K F0(N) ,S ANA2N D
m
F0
(N)L 5 12p E2212xmA42x2dx , m50,1,2, . . . .
C. Coxeter group
Let S5$g1 ,g2 , . . . % be a countable infinite set and consider a function m:S3S
→$1,2,.. . ,‘% such that m(s ,s)51 and m(s ,t)5m(t ,s)>2 for sÞt . For each N>1 let GN be a
group generated by SN5$g1 ,g2 ,. . . ,gN% subject only to the relations:
~st !m(s ,t)51, s ,tPSN . ~3.11!
In case of m(s ,t)5‘ we understand that st is of infinite order. It is known that the inclusion
SN→SN11 extends uniquely an injective homomorphism GN→GN11 . Let G be the inductive
limit.
By definition each gPGN , gÞe , admits an expression of the form g5s1s2fl sr , siPSN . If
r is as small as possible, the expression is called a reduced expression and the number r5ugu is
called the length of g . The length function is well defined on G .
The next fact is known as the deletion condition.
Lemma 3.4: [Humphreys (Ref. 16, Sec. 5)]: Assume that gPG admits an expression g
5s1s2flsm with siPS such that ugu,m . Then there exist a pair of indices 1<i, j<m such that
g5s1fl sˆ ifl sˆ jflsm ,
where sˆ stands for deletion. Thus, if g5s1s2flsm , siPS , then a reduced expression of g is
obtained by deleting even number of si appearing therein.
As an immediate consequence condition ~A1! follows. To prove ~A2! we start with the fol-
lowing.
Lemma 3.5: If s1 ,s2 , . . . ,snPS are mutually distinct, g5s1s2flsn is a reduced expression.
Proof: For n51 the assertion is obvious since S is injectively contained in G . Let n>2.
Suppose that g5s1s2flsn is not a reduced expression for mutually distinct s1 ,s2 , . . . ,snPS .
Then by Lemma 3.4,
s1flsn5s1fl sˆ ifl sˆ jflsn
and hence
si5si11fls j21s js j21flsi11 . 23 Mar 2010 to 130.34.135.83. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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side leads to a reduced expression. The obtained reduced expression should be one of
$si11 , . . . ,s j21%. This contradicts the assumption that s1 , . . . ,sn are mutually distinct. j
Lemma 3.6: Assume that m(s ,t)>3 whenever sÞt . Let n>1 and s1 , . . . ,snPS mutually
distinct. If there exist sPS and xPG of length n21 such that
s1flsn5sx ,
then s5s1 .
Proof: For n51 the assertion is obvious. Assume n52 and s1s25sx where uxu51. From s
5s1s2x we see easily that s5s1 or s5s2 or s5x . If s5x we have s15s2 which is contradiction.
If s5s2 , x5s1 and (s1s2)25e which is again contradiction. Consequently, s5s1 as desired.
Assume that the assertion is valid up to n21, n>2. Since
ss1flsn5x ~3.12!
is of length n21, deleting two elements from the left-hand side we obtain a reduced expression of
x . If these two elements are chosen from $s1 , . . . ,sn%, say, si ,s j (i, j), we come back to
s1fl sˆ ifl sˆ jflsn5sx5s1flsn ,
which is a reduced expression by Lemma 3.5. This is contradiction. Hence, to get a reduced
expression of x in ~3.12! we need to delete s and si for some i51, . . . ,n . In that case we come to
s1fl sˆ iflsn5x ,
and hence
ss1flsi215s1flsi . ~3.13!
If 1<i<n21, by the assumption of induction we have s5s1 . Suppose i5n , i.e.,
ss1flsn215s1flsn .
By a simple argument with the deletion condition we see that sP$s1 , . . . ,sn%. If s5s j , 1< j
<n21, then
sn5sn21fls1s js1flsn21 ,
which implies that sn coincides with some of $s1 , . . . ,sn21%. But this contradicts the assumption.
Hence s5sn , i.e.,
sns1 fl sn215s1 fl sn . ~3.14!
We shall prove that this does not occur. Note first that ~3.14! is equivalent to the following:
~sn22fl s1!sn~s1fl sn22!sn215sn21sn .
Since this is of length 2, deleting an even number of elements from the left-hand side, we obtain
a reduced expression of length 2, say, tt8. This is the case of n52 so we know that t5sn21 . But
this is impossible. j
Proposition 3.7: Assume that m(s ,t)>3 for any pair s ,tPS , sÞt . Then condition (A2) holds
with vn51.
Proof: It is sufficient to show that
u$gPGN ;ugu5n ,uv2
(N)~g !uÞ1%u<CnuSNun21 23 Mar 2010 to 130.34.135.83. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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distinct si1, . . . ,sinPSN we have v2
(N)(g)51. The number of such g is N(N21)fl(N2n11).
Hence
u$gPGN ;ugu5n ,uv2
(N)~g !uÞ1%u<Nn2N~N21 !fl~N2n11 !5O~Nn21!.
This proves the assertion. j
Condition ~A3! is satisfied with Wn52, which follows again by repeated use of the deletion
condition. This fact was also proved by Szwarc.20 Appealing to Theorem 3.1, we have an algebraic
central limit theorem for the quantum components of the adjacency matrix of the Coxter group
with condition m(s ,t)>3 for any pair s ,tPS , sÞt . The limit is described by the creation and
annihilation operators on the free Fock space. Thus the situation is the same as in Example 3.3.
We remind that the semicircle law was also obtained by Fendler8 with a totally different
method.
Remark 3.8: Let SN be the group of permutations of the set $1,2, . . . ,N% of N letters. It is
known that SN is generated by the successive transpositions (12),(23), . . . ,(N21N). Then the
situation falls into the case of Coxeter groups. If all the transpositions are taken to be the set of
generators SN , we see that conditions ~A1!–~A3! are satisfied with vn5n and Wn5n(n
11)/2. Hence the quantum components AN6 converge to the creation and annihilation operators on
the Boson Fock space and the situation is the same as in Example 3.2. The Gaussian limit for the
spectral distribution of AN was first obtained by Kerov17 in the form of a central limit theorem for
irreducible characters of SN . See Hora13 for extension of such a central limit theorem to arbitrary
conjugacy classes.
IV. DISTANCE-REGULAR GRAPHS
A. Quantum decomposition
A finite connected graph G5(V ,E) is called distance-regular if for any choice of h ,i , j
P$0,1, . . . ,d%, d being the diameter of the graph,
u$zPV;]~x ,z !5i ,]~z ,y !5 j%u[pi jh
does not depend on the choice of x ,yPV such that ](x ,y)5h . We call $pi jh % the intersection
numbers of G. For simplicity we set k j5p j j0 and k5k15p110 . Obviously, the distance-regular
graph is regular with degree k.
As usual, consider the Hilbert space ,2(V) with an orthonormal basis $dx ;xPV%. We shall
introduce a quantum decomposition of the adjancency matrix A acting on ,2(V). The idea is
modelled after Hashimoto et al.11
We first fix an arbitrary x0PV and introduce a stratification:
V5ł
j50
d
V j , V j5$xPV;uxu5]~x0 ,x !5 j%. ~4.1!
Note that uV ju5k j . We next introduce an orientation into the graph G, namely give an orientation
to each edge x;y , x ,yPV . If xPVi and yPV j with i, j ~in fact j5i11), we set x→y naturally.
In order to give an orientation for an edge x;y with x ,yPV j we consider the subgraph X ( j)
5(V j ,EuV j3V j) of (V ,E). Note that X
( j) is a regular graph with degree p1 j
j
. We now assume the
following.
~A4! for each j one of the two cases occurs
~Case 1! p1 j
j is even;
~Case 2! p1 j
j is odd and X ( j) admits a perfect matching, i.e., there is a subset M
5$e1 , . . . ,em% of the edges of X ( j) such that each xPV j is an endpoint of just one edge of M . 23 Mar 2010 to 130.34.135.83. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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orientation. When ~case 2! occurs, deleting M from the subgraph X ( j) we obtain another subgraph
X˜ ( j) which is a regular graph with even degree. Taking an Euler path for X˜ ( j), we give an
orientation to each edge of X˜ ( j). An edge of M is given an arbitrary orientation.
Thus, under assumption ~A4! the distance-regular graph is equipped with an orientation. We
then set
A1dx5 (
y :x→y
dy , A2dx5 (
y :y→x
dy .
Obviously, A5A11A2, (A2)*5A1. The action of the quantum components A6 on particular
vectors:
v j5 (
xPV j
dx
is of importance.
Lemma 4.1: Let G5(V ,E) be a distance-regular graph satisfying condition (A4) and A
5A11A2 the quantum decomposition of the adjacency matrix as above.
(1) If p1 jj is even,
A6vj5p1j
j61vj611
p1j
j
2 vj , jP$0,1, . . . ,d%. ~4.2!
(2) Assume p1 jj is odd. Let V j2 ~respectively, V j1) be the set of all xPV j which is the initial
(terminal) vertex of an edge of M . Then V j5V j1łV j2 and
A6vj5p1j
j61vj611
p1j
j 21
2 vj1 (yPVj6
dy , jP$0,1, . . . ,d%. ~4.3!
Proof: ~1! By definition we have
A1v j5 (
xPV j
A1dx
5 (
xPV j
(
y :x→y
dy
5 (
xPV j
(
yPV j11 ,x→y
dy1 (
xPV j
(
yPV j ,x→y
dy
5 (
yPV j11
p1 j
j11dy1 (
yPV j
p1 j
j
2 dy
5p1 j
j11v j111
p1 j
j
2 v j .
A similar calulation proceeds for A2.
~2! In a similar manner as above we come to 23 Mar 2010 to 130.34.135.83. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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yPV j11
p1 j
j11dy1 (
yPV j
H p1 jj 212 11V j1~y !J dy
5p1 j
j11v j111
p1 j
j 21
2 v j1 (yPV j1
dy ,
where 1V j1(y) is the indicator function of V j
1
. A similar calulation proceeds for A2. j
B. Weak quantum decomposition and GNS representation
According to the stratification ~4.1!, we define
G~G!5(j50
d
% CF j , F j5
1
Ak j
v j .
Here we note that iF ji51. In view of Lemma 4.1, the quantum components A6 act on G~G! if p1 jj
is even for all j . On the other hand, if p1 jj is odd, these actions are not defined within G~G!.
Nevertheless, regardless of the parity of p1 j
j we may define operators A6 on G~G! by
A6v j5p1 j
j61v j611
p1 j
j
2 v j , jP$0,1, . . . ,d%, ~4.4!
to have A5A11A2, (A1)*5A2. This decomposition of the adjacency matrix A is meaningful
for an arbitrary distance-regular graph. We call this the weak quantum decomposition.
The weak quantum decomposition is defined also in terms of the Bose–Mesner algebra. For a
distance-regular graph G, the ith adjacency matrix is defined by
~Ai!xy5H 1, ]~x ,y !5i ,0, otherwise, iP$0,1, . . . ,d%. ~4.5!
By definition A15A . Then we have the following linearization formula:
AiA j5 (
h50
d
pi j
h Ah . ~4.6!
The unital *-algebra A generated by A is called the Bose–Mesner algebra. It is not difficult to see
that A is the linear hull of $A051,A1 , . . . ,Ad%, see, e.g., Bannai–Ito.6
The Bose–Mesner algebra becomes an algebraic probability space ~A, Tr!, where Tr stands
for the normalized trace. Then we consider the GNS representation of A. Let H~A! be the Hilbert
space obtained from A equipped with an inner product:
^Q1 ,Q2&A5Tr~Q1*Q2!, Q1 ,Q2PA.
In view of an obvious relation
^Ai ,A j&A5d i jk i5^v i ,v j&,2(V) ,
the correspondence Ai↔v i yields a unitary isomorphism between H~A! and G~G!. Moreover,
since
Aiv j5 (
h50
d
pi j
h vh , 23 Mar 2010 to 130.34.135.83. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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intertwines the action of the Bose–Mesner algebra A. In particular, the action of the adjacency
matrix A on G~G! is unitarily equivalent to that induced from the GNS representation of ~A, Tr!.
By the triangle inequality we have
AA j5p1 j
j21A j211p1 j
j A j1p1 j
j11A j11 , jP$0,1, . . . ,d%.
The weak quantum decomposition of A5A11A2 is given by
A6A j5p1 j
j61A j611
p1 j
j
2 A j , jP$0,1, . . . ,d%,
which is equivalent to ~4.4!.
C. Quantum central limit theorem
We consider a growing family of distance-regular graphs $Gl ; lPL% such that d(l)→‘ and
k(l)→‘ , where d(l) and k~l! are the diameter and the degree of Gl , respectively. The adja-
cency matrix and the intersection numbers of Gl are denoted by Al and $p(l) i jh %, respectively. By
definition
G~Gl!5 (
n50
d(l)
% CFn(l) .
Theorem 4.2: Assume that every Gl satisfies condition (A4) and let Al5Al11Al2 be the
quantum decomposition of the adjacency matrix Al of Gl . Assume that the limits
lim
lPL
p~l!1 j
j115v j11 , lim
lPL
p~l!1 j
j
2Ak~l!
5c j , ~4.7!
exist for all jP$0,1,2, . . . %, and let (G ,$ln%,B1,B2) be the interacting Fock space, where l0
51, ln5v1flvn for n>1. Define
C65B61cN .
Then for any m>1, e1 , . . . ,emP$6%, nP$0,1,2, . . . % and uPG , it holds that
lim
lPL
K u (l), Ale1Ak~l! fl Al
em
Ak~l!
Fn
(l)L
,2(V(l))
5^u ,Ce1flCemFn&G , ~4.8!
where u (l)PG(Gl) is defined as u (l)5(n50‘ unFn(l) for u5(n50‘ unFn , with understanding
Fn
(l)50 for n.d(l).
Proof: (1°) To avoid notational bothersome we omit the suffix l of the intersection numbers.
We first show that
1
Ak
p1 j
j11Ak j11
k j
→Av j11, j>0. ~4.9!
It follows from ~4.7! that v151. Hence ~4.9! holds for j50. Suppose j>1. In view of p1 jj
1p1,j21
j 1p1,j11
j 5k and ~4.7! we see that
p1,j11
j
k
→1. 23 Mar 2010 to 130.34.135.83. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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j11
, we obtain ~4.9!. We note also that
1
Ak
p1 j
j21Ak j21
k j
5
1
Ak
p1,j21
j A k j
k j21
→Av j, j>1. ~4.10!
(2°) We show the convergence of arbitrary matrix elements, i.e., for u5(n50‘ unFnPG such
that un51 for only one n and 50 otherwise. By ~4.2! and ~4.3! we see that
1
Ak
Al
6F j
(l)5
1
Ak
p1 j
j61Ak j61
k j
F j61
(l) 1
p1 j
j 21
2Ak
F j
(l)1
1
2Ak
w j
6
,
where
w j
65H F j(l) ~Case 1 !2
Ak j
(
yPV j
6
dy ~Case 2 !.
~4.11!
Then
w j
11w j
252F j
(l)
, u^Fn
(l)
,w j
6&u<& .
The proof proceeds by induction. Suppose that the assertion is valid up to m . Then, by virtue of
~4.9! and ~4.10!, it suffices to prove
d6[K Fn(l) , Ale1Ak Al
e2
Ak
fl Al
em
Ak
1
2Ak
w j
6L →0.
This can be proved easily by use of d11d2→0 and d6>0.
(3°) For a general uPG , the proof is completed by combination of (2°) and a standard
argument of norm estimate ~or Lebesgue’s convergence theorem!. j
For a general distance-regular graph the above assertion remains true if we allow to use the
weak quantum decomposition. The proof is essentially the same.
Theorem 4.3: Let Al5Al11Al2 be the weak quantum decomposition of the adjacency matrix
Al of Gl . If the limits
lim
lPL
p~l!1 j
j115v j11 , lim
lPL
p~l!1 j
j
2Ak~l!
5c j ,
exist for all jP$0,1,2, . . . %, the same assertion as in (4.8) holds.
D. Johnson graph
Let v , d be a pair of positive integers such that d<v . Set S5$1,2, . . . ,v% and V
5$x,S;uxu5d%. We say that x , yPV are adjacent if d2uxøy u51. Thus a graph structure is
introduced in V , which is called a Johnson graph and denoted by J(v ,d). By symmetry we may
assume that 2d<v .
The Johnson graph J(v ,d) is distance regular with intersection numbers
k5d~v2d !, p1 j
j 5 j~v22 j !, p1 jj115~ j11 !2, ~4.12!
where jP$0,1, . . . ,d%. We fix the origin to be x05$1,2, . . . ,d%. We start with the following. 23 Mar 2010 to 130.34.135.83. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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matrix admits the quantum decomposition.
If v or j is even, p1 jj becomes even by ~4.12! and the situation falls into ~case 1! of ~A4!. It
is sufficient to prove that ~case 2! occurs when both v , j are odd. We need the following.
Lemma 4.5: Assume that n is even, j is odd, and j,n . Then J(n , j) admits a perfect matching
~including the case of j.n/2).
Proof: Let us consider the Pascal triangle where the first row consists of ~0,0!, the second row
consists of ~1,0! and ~1,1!, etc. Then the vertex set of J(n , j) is identified with the set of paths on
the triangle passing from ~0,0! to (n , j). We check by induction on even n that those paths to (n , j)
( j is odd! admit a pair partition in which two paths making a pair pass through n common
vertices. Among the set of paths to (n12,j), those paths passing through (n , j22) or (n , j)
already admit such a pair partition by the assumption of induction. A path having reached (n , j
21) can split in the (n11)th row and produces two paths to (n12,j). Clearly two paths making
such a pair correspond to two adjacent vertices of J(n , j). j
We complete the proof of Proposition 4.4 by the following.
Lemma 4.6: Assume that both v and j are odd. Then the subgraph X ( j) obtained from the jth
stratum of J(v ,d) admits a perfect matching.
Proof: Either d or v2d is even. Assume v2d is even. Every vertex of X ( j) is made by
removing j members from x05$1,2, . . . ,d% and by getting j members of $d11, . . . ,v%. Fix j
members removed from $1,2, . . . ,d%. Applying Lemma 4.5 to n5v2d , we divide the totality of
j-subsets of $d11, . . . .v% into pairs consisting of two adjacent vertices in J(v2d , j). Adding
these two j-subsets to the fixed (d2 j)-subset of $1,2, . . . ,d%, we get two adjacent vertices in
J(v ,d), which is obviously adjacent in X ( j) too. Taking all the choices of removed j members of
$1,2, . . . ,d% yields a perfect matching of X ( j). A similar consideration proceeds in the case of even
d if we first fix j members of $d11, . . . ,v% which should be added to the other side. j
Consider the growing family of Johnson graphs J(v ,d), where d→‘ and 2d/v→pP(0,1# .
Condition ~4.7! in Theorem 4.2 is satisfied with
v j115~ j11 !2, c j5
j
Ap~22p !
, jP$0,1, . . . ,d%.
Consequently, we come to the following.
Theorem 4.7: Let A (v ,d)5A (v ,d)
1 1A (v ,d)
2 be the quantum decomposition of the adjacency
matrix of a Johnson graph J(v ,d). Then, in the limit as d→‘ and 2d/v→pP(0,1# , the quantum
central limit theorem holds and the limits are given by
lim
d→‘ ,2d/v→p
A (v ,d)
6
Ad~v2d !
5B61
N
Ap~22p !
,
where B1, B2, N are, respectively, the creation operator, annihilation operator, and the number
operator on the interacting Fock space G5G(C,$(n!)2%).
E. Classical reduction
Let pP(0,1# . It follows from Theorem 4.7 that
lim
d→‘ ,2d/v→p
K F0(v ,d) ,S A (v ,d)Ak~v ,d !D
m
F0
(v ,d)L 5K F0 ,S B11B21 2NAp~22p !D
m
F0L
G
for all m50,1,2, . . . . Let np be the probability measure on R whose mth moment is given as
above. We readily know from Theorem 2.1 that the Szego¨ –Jacobi parameters of the associated
orthogonal polynomials are given by vn5n2, an1152n/Ap(22p). 23 Mar 2010 to 130.34.135.83. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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satisfies the recurrence formula
L0~x !51,
L1~x !5x21,
~x2~2n11 !!Ln~x !5Ln11~x !1n2Ln21~x !,
and form the orthogonal polynomials with respect to the probability measure e2x dx on the half
line @0,‘!. Hence by Theorem 2.1
E
0
‘
xme2x dx5^F0 ,~B11B212N11 !mF0&G ,
where G5G(C,$(n!)2%). Since n1 is the spectral distribution of B11B212N in the vacuum
state, it coincides with e2(x11) dx on @21,‘!.
For 0,p,1 we need the Meixner polynomials of the first kind. ~We use this terminology to
specify one among several kinds of Meixner polynomials.! These Meixner polynomials $yn(x)%
with parameter 0,m,1 satisfy the recurrence formula
y0~x !51,
y1~x !52
12m
m
x11,
2xyn~x !5
m~n11 !
12m yn11~x !2
n1m~n11 !
12m yn~x !1
n
12m yn21~x !,
and form the orthogonal polynomials with respect to the geometric distribution
(
xP$0,1, . . . %
~12m!mxdx .
See, e.g., Schoutens.19 Set
m5
p
22p , M n~x !5S p22p D
n/2
~21 !nn!ynSAp~22p !2~12p ! x D .
Then $M n(x)% forms the orthogonal polynomials with respect to the probability measure
n˜p5 (
k50
‘ 2~12p !
22p S p22p D
k
d2(12p)k/Ap(22p) ,
and satisfies the recurrence formula
M 0~x !51,
M 1~x !5x2A p22p ,
S x2 2n1pAp~22p !D M n~x !5M n11~x !1n2M n21~x !. 23 Mar 2010 to 130.34.135.83. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jmp.aip.org/jmp/copyright.jsp
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E
R
xmn˜p~dx !5K F0 ,S B11B21 2N1pAp~22p !D
m
F0L
G
,
where G5G(C,$(n!)2%). Thus, by translation of n˜p we obtain
np5 (
k50
‘ 2~12p !
22p S p22p D
k
d2p12(12p)k/Ap(22p) .
Remark 4.8: The above spectral distribution np was first found by Hora12 with a different
method. Moreover, the result in Hora12 for p51 was obtained under an additional condition which
is now removed.
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